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Applying Cross-modality Data Processing for
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Abstract—Cross-modality data processing is critical for the1

internet of things (IoT) deployment in healthcare. It can convert2

the innumerable raw day-to-day medical big data from massive3

IoT-based medical devices to diagnostic valuable data so that4

they can be feed to clinical routine. In this paper, we propose a5

novel spatiotemporal two-streams generative adversarial network6

(SpGAN) as a cross-modality data processing approach to deploy7

the medical IoT in infarction learning. Our SpGAN remotely8

converts diagnostic valuable contrast-enhanced images (the ’gold9

standard’ for infarction learning, but it requires the injection of10

contrast agents) directly from raw non-enhanced cine MR images.11

This converting allows physicians to remotely perform infarction12

observation and analysis to break through the limitations of13

time and space by building a cloud computing platform of IoT-14

based MRI devices. Importantly, this converting offers a low-risk15

IoT-based manner to eliminate the potential fatal risk caused16

by contrast agent injection in the current infarction learning17

workflow. Specifically, SpGAN consists of 1) a spatiotemporal18

two-stream framework as an encoding-decoding model to achieve19

data converting. 2) a spatiotemporal pyramid network enhances20

those features which are responsible to the infarction learning21

during encoding to improve decoding performance. Real IoT-22

based remote diagnosis experiments performed on 230 patients23

demonstrate that SpGAN provides high-quality converted images24

for infarction learning and promotes the in-depth application and25

deployment of IoT in the medical field.26

Index Terms—Internet of things, cross-modality feature learn-27

ing, Two-streams framework, Contrast-enhanced imaging, Ad-28

versarial learning.29

I. INTRODUCTION30

CRoss -modality data processing capability is critical31

for the internet of things (IoT) in healthcare [1], [2].32

Recently, IoT systems have been merged into medical field33

to create the medical IoT for generating and collecting a big34

volume of multimodal medical data, i.e., medical big data.35

Exploring the best diagnostic decision or wisdom from the36

medical big data to feed into the healthcare system [3] is37

becoming extremely desirable. Cross-modality data processing38
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meets this desire and it can dig out cross-modality concealed 39

symptom information to obtain valuable diagnostic data from 40

the raw data generated by IoT systems [4], thereby providing 41

corresponding treatment information to serve smart health 42

[5], [6]. With the advanced artificial intelligence technology, 43

it is capable to enable the efficiency in significant health 44

characteristics analysis, as well as the construction of inference 45

to different scenes [7], [8]. It provides a high-performance 46

foundation for remote diagnosis and significantly reduces the 47

time, cost, and risk of medical IoT deployments [9]. 48

Deploying a cross-modality data processing-based medical 49

IoT application has more significance regarding the learning of 50

infarction. This because it has great potential to eliminate the 51

use of contrast agents (CAs) [10]. In the current clinic setting, 52

the common raw data of IoT-based MRI is non-enhanced 53

MR image data. This data is greatly limited in infarction 54

diagnosis compared with the contrast-enhanced MR image 55

data that is the ’gold standard’ but needs to use CA [11]. 56

However, contrast-enhanced MR image data and its CAs have 57

been criticized by their potential toxicity, even the fatal risk 58

for those patients with compromised kidney function. The 59

cross-modality data processing -based medical IoT has the 60

ability to convert the raw non-enhanced MR image data into 61

the valuable diagnostic contrast-enhanced MR image data for 62

radiologist diagnosis[12]. Therefore, it will provide remote 63

infarction diagnoses to local patients who are limited in the 64

use of contrast agents (CAs) [13], and eliminate CA-associated 65

health risks, resulting in substantial improvements in current 66

infarction clinic workflow [14]. 67

There are few well-established cross-modality data process- 68

ing approaches to convert the raw non-enhanced MR image 69

data into the valuable diagnostic contrast-enhanced MR image 70

data, except for some attempts. Some attempts [15], [16] are 71

used to assist scar segmentation in infarction learning. They 72

convert a single T1 MR image to a rough contrast-enhanced 73

image. However, the information provided by a single T1MR 74

image is limited, which causes the quality of this rough 75

contrast-enhanced image is greatly far away from the real 76

contrast-enhanced image. Thus the rough contrast-enhanced 77

image has no ability to learn the infarction effectively. Another 78

attempt [17] is used to expand the training data in the task 79

of infarction scar segmentation. It obtains a random contrast- 80

enhanced image from random noises. However, the random 81

contrast-enhanced image generation cannot correspond to the 82

correct infarction status of the patient and thus is useless in 83

real clinic patient-based infarction learning. 84

Converting non-enhanced MR image data into contrast- 85

enhanced MR image data has multiple challenges. 1) Recent 86
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work shows that cine MR images may be the best choice87

for non-contrast image data during cross-modality infarction88

learning because it provides more comprehensive information89

than a single MR image. But the cine MR images are 2D+T90

data and the contrast-enhanced MR image is a 2D image. The91

complex and variable spatiotemporal representation within the92

2D+T images often leads to its low efficiency to build an93

accurate nonlinear mapping to the 2D images during cross-94

modality learning [18], [19]. 2) the infarction has invisibility,95

i.e., the infarction is only visible in contrast-enhanced images96

after CA injection and is invisible in non-enhanced images97

without CA injection. But the surrounding background tissues98

(e.g., myocardium, papillary muscles, and blood vessels) are99

not significant changed. This leads to the infarction that may100

be interfered by surrounding background tissues during cross-101

modality learning [20], [21]. 3) Different patients require102

unique cross-modality learning that corresponds to the patients103

personal information. Different patients have large diversities104

in the location, shape, and size of various cardiac tissues (in-105

cluding infarction). Thus, finding a systematic learning model106

to understand all of these large diversities is difficulty[22],107

[23].108

In this paper, we propose a novel cross-modality data109

processing named spatiotemporal two-streams generative ad-110

versarial network (SpGAN). The SpGAN deploys medical IoT111

in infarction learning by converting raw non-enhanced cine112

MR images into diagnostic valuable contrast-enhanced images113

(converted infarction images). Our novel SpGAN remotely114

encodes the different spatiotemporal motion pattern of each115

myocardial tissue (including the infarction) from the cine MR116

images, and decodes these spatiotemporal patterns to learn the117

infarction through the presentation of the contrast-enhanced118

images. Specifically, our SpGAN splits both a generator and119

a discriminator into two pathways: the generator initially uses120

a structural pathway to learn structural features between all121

tissues by using multi-range tissue structural dependencies.122

Simultaneously, the generator uses a detailed pathway to123

learn the detailed features of the scar tissue by coordinating124

local fine details. Then, SpGAN complementarily combines125

these two pathways to convert a contrast-enhanced infarction126

image. The discriminator uses a structural critic to assess127

the structural content of the converted image by classifying128

the authenticity of the image and uses a detailed critic to129

assess finely detailed features of the converted image by130

minimizing the output difference of each convolutional layer.131

Moreover, SpGAN embeds hidden personalized information132

into the generators and discriminators by an attention-driven133

self-learning process instead of a priori label. This information134

is a constraint for improving the extremely personalized tissue135

during the entire adversarial training. Furthermore, our method136

introduces a synergy loss function which combines two recent137

loss functions and a novel L2 overlapping group sparsity138

anisotropic total variation to improve the training effectiveness139

and stability.140

Thus, the contribution of this work is divided into the141

following four items:142

• For the first time, a cross-modality data processing ap-143

proach is proposed to deploy medical IOT in the infarc-144
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Fig. 1. Deploying a cross-modality data processing-based medical IoT
application has more significance regarding the learning of infarction. It has
great potential to leverage cross-modality feature learning to remotely obtain
the contrast-enhanced data (gold standard for infarction diagnosis) from the
raw non-enhanced data. Thus, it will help remote infarction diagnoses to local
patients who are limited in the use of contrast agents (CA), and eliminate the
use of CAs, as well as eliminate CA-associated health risks and reduce cost
when deploying IoT in infarction learning.

tion learning. It will assist remote infarction diagnoses to 145

patients who are limited in the use of (CA), and eliminate 146

CA associated health risks, reduce cost in the workflow. 147

• A new spatiotemporal two-streams framework is pro- 148

posed to synthesize personalized medical images. This 149

framework effectively integrates global structural infor- 150

mation to facilitate the accuracy of tissue physiological 151

structure of converted images. It also integrates local 152

detailed information to enhance the authenticity within 153

each tissue detail of converted images. 154

• A novel spatiotemporal pyramid network is proposed to 155

encode and decode spatiotemporal representation from 156

the 2D+T images to the 2D images. This architecture 157

is able to not only enrich the spatiotemporal representa- 158

tion of all cardiac tissues by the spatiotemporal feature 159

pyramid, but also strengthen the task-specific representa- 160

tion in the direction of performance improvement by a 161

spatiotemporal attention. 162

• A novel loss term is proposed to improve the stability 163

and smoothness of the non-stochasticity GAN generation 164

by the L2 overlapping group sparsity anisotropic total 165
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Fig. 2. Our SpGAN trains a cross-modality mapping of 2D+T C to 2D Ips by understanding the spatiotemporal features of the infarction and the surrounding
tissues. Both generator G and discriminator D are split into two pathways to learn global structural dependencies (Gs, Ds) and local fine details (Gd, Dd)
of tissues.

variation.166

II. METHODOLOGY167

Our novel SpGAN builds a cross-modality feature mapping168

M from the 2D+T cine MR images (non-enhanced data) C169

to a 2D converted infarction image (contrast-enhanced data)170

Ips conditioned on hidden personalized information control171

ps. As shown in Fig. 2, the network consists of two main172

modules. Firstly, a generator G(C) is trained to convert an173

image Ips
from C by two pathways (structural pathway Gs174

and detailed pathway Gd). Importantly, ps is self-learned175

from C, which requires neither a priori personalized label nor176

the expected target image Sps [24]. Then, the discriminator177

D(Ips |ps) evaluates the quality of the converted image by178

two pathways (structural critic Ds and detail critic Dd). Both179

the generator and the discriminator effectively integrate multi-180

attention mechanism models with multi-range, hierarchical181

dependencies. Thus, they can understand both structural maps182

and fine details from all feature locations during converting,183

thereby improving the realism of the converted infarction184

image.185

A. Network Architecture186

1) Generator G: The generator G is split into a structure187

pathway Gs and a detailed pathway Gd. Gs learns the global188

structural information of all tissues, and Gd learns local189

detailed information about the scar tissue. These two pathways190

complement each other to improve the quality of the converted191

infarction image.192

Structure pathway Gs creates a spatiotemporal pyramid193

network (Sect. II-B1) to equally learn multi-range, hierarchical194

structural dependencies among all tissues (pixels) to present195

the structural image Is, which focuses on a general structure196

and the image content. Concretely, this spatiotemporal feature197

pyramid employs the stack Bi-ConvLSTM block [25] to 198

encode the input C into a latent vector and then decode this 199

vector into an image Is. Thus, this pathway effectively ensures 200

the patients physiological structural accuracy in the converted 201

image. 202

Detailed pathway Gd adopts a spatiotemporal attention net- 203

work (Sect. II-B2) to unequally learn fine details by assigning 204

different weights to different tissues (pixels) to present detailed 205

image Is, which focuses on the fine details of the scar tissue. 206

This pathway takes the C and enables the model to only focus 207

on those spatiotemporal features of C which are responsible for 208

generating the infarction and keeping the remaining features 209

of the background tissues. Then, the integrated feature of ps 210

and Is are fed into a decoder network to output an image Id. 211

Then, G adopts a concatenation operation to construct the
final converted image by combining the structural pathway
output Is and the detailed pathway output Id. The final image
is described as follows:

Ips
= (1− α)Id + α(1− Id)�Is, (1)

where α is a balance parameter and the � denotes the element-
wise multiplication operator. Thus, generator G is defined as:

G(C) = (1−α)Gd(Gs(C), ps)+α(1−Gd(Gs(C), ps))�Gs(C).
(2)

2) Discriminator D: The discriminator is split into a struc- 212

tural critic Ds and a detailed critic Dd, where Ds assesses 213

image structural content and Ds assesses texture details; there- 214

fore, a more comprehensive assessment of converted images 215

is achieved through these two critics synchronous adversarial 216

learning with the generator. D firstly maps the input image 217

to multiple overlapping patches (PatchGAN [24]) and then 218

penalizes the image by the two critics convolutional outputs. D 219

also combines hidden personalized spatiotemporal information 220
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Fig. 3. Our method uses 1) Gs and Gd to focus on learning global structural dependencies and tissues by stacked Bi-ConvLSTM blocks and local fine
details of tissues by a combination of non-local block and U-Net; 2) Ds and Dd to map the input image to multiple overlapping patches and penalize the
image-focused structure content by the authenticity loss and the texture detail by the detailed loss.

ps to enhance the presentation of personalized synthesis during221

the adversarial learning.222

Structural critic Ds optimizes the structural content au-223

thenticity of the converted infarction image. Ds averages all224

the patches responses to provide an overall classification result225

whether an image is real or fake. Inaccurate classifications of226

the image are penalized by the authenticity loss term.227

Detailed critic Dd optimizes the texture details authen-228

ticity of the converted infarction image. Dd computes and229

discriminates the difference in the output of each convolution230

layer between the converted infarction image and the real231

contrast-enhanced image. The patches convolutional feature232

that mismatches at any layer in the image is penalized by the233

detail loss term.234

By sharing the weights of Ds and Dd, the discriminator si-235

multaneously evaluates multiple-level features of the converted236

image while ensuring the training stability.237

B. Network Detail238

1) spatiotemporal pyramid network: spatiotemporal pyra-239

mid network is designed to accurately and comprehensively240

learn the spatiotemporal information on the morphology and241

kinematics of all myocardial tissues from the cine MR images.242

This network is modified from the network designed by Xu et243

al. [26]. Concretely, the spatiotemporal feature pyramid inno-244

vatively builds pyramidal features to obtain a feature hierarchy245

consisting of 3-scaled feature maps from the 2-4 ConvLSTM246

Blocks. The benefit of hierarchical pyramid features is two-247

folds: 1) by using multiple scale feature learning frameworks,248

the encoder handles the asymmetry distortion that is a mutable249

myocardial motion and deformation pattern; 2) a pyramid250

feature is used to aggregate features of different receptive fields251

in encoding and improve the spatial resolution in the decoding.252

2) Spatiotemporal attention network: The spatiotemporal253

attention network is designed to selectively learn the fine254

and detailed spatiotemporal information on infarction. It com-255

bines an attention block [27] with a U-net architecture [28].256

Concretely, this network firstly creates an attention-weighted257

feature by leveraging a 5×5×5 3D convolution layer with a258

normalization layer, a non-local network, and a fully connected 259

layer. This feature is then concatenated with a 64×64×64 260

feature from the last layer of Gs and fed into the U-net. 261

The benefit of attention-weighted features is two-folds: 1) by 262

computing the response at a position as a weighted sum of 263

the features at all positions, features are adaptively weighted 264

according to their contributions to the task target; 2) by 265

computing the correlation between any two positions in feature 266

maps, regardless of their positional distance, the learning 267

ability of the spatial relationship of image pixels is improved 268

from short-range to long-range. 269

C. Loss function 270

Our SpGAN incorporates a synergy loss, which greatly 271

improves adversarial learning by integrating three complemen- 272

tary loss terms: the authenticity loss promotes the distribution 273

of the converted images to be closer to that of the ground 274

truth; the boot loss drives the smoothness of instances in the 275

structure image Is and prevents them from randomness; and 276

the detail loss favors focusing on restoring texture details in 277

the converted image Ips
. 278

Authenticity loss. To maximize the probability that the 279

converted infarction image fools the discriminator as the real 280

CA-enhanced images, the authenticity loss is adopted from 281

WGAN-GP [29]. Specifically, WGAN-GP avoids potential 282

discontinuity with respect to the generators parameters and 283

local saturation leading to gradient-vanishing by using a con- 284

tinuous earth mover distance to replace the Jensen-Shannon di- 285

vergence distance in the GAN formulation. Moreover, WGAN- 286

GP also adds a gradient penalty to penalize the norm of the 287

gradient in the discriminator about its input, thereby avoiding 288

undesired behaviors caused by enforcing a Lipschitz constraint 289

on the discriminator. 290

Thus, the authenticity loss La(G,Ds, IPs
, C) formula is as 291

follows: 292

E
Ĩps∼Pg

[Ds(G(C))]− E
Ips∼Pdata

[Ds(Ips)]

+λ1 E
Î∼PÎ

[(
∥∥∥∇ÎDs(Î)

∥∥∥
2
− 1)2],

(3)
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where Pg is the data distribution of the converted image293

Ĩps , Pdata is the data distribution of the ground truth Ips .294

under an optimal discriminators Ds, E
Ĩps∼Pg

[.] - E
Ips∼Pdata

[.]295

represents minimizing the value function with respect to the296

Wasserstein distance between Pg and Pdata. Here, E
Î∼PÎ

[.] is297

gradient penalty term with its coefficient λ1. Î is a soft version298

of the constraint with a penalty on the gradient norm, PÎ is299

sample uniformly along straight lines between pairs of points300

from the data distribution Pg and the generator distribution301

Pdata. This penalty term penalizes the model if the gradient302

norm moves away from its target norm value 1.303

Boot loss. To avoid the training collapse due to no explicit
priori transformation constraint or label in the network input,
a novel boot loss is for the first time proposed in the structure
pathway Gs to promote the stability and smoothing of the
generator training. Boot loss regularizes the image Is with
a penalty which is a combination of the overlapping group
sparsity anisotropic total variation and L2-weight [30], [31].
This design prevents the structural synthesis error of the image
Is due to the generation of randomness, and subsequently does
not affect the detailed pathway and even the entire generator.
The boot loss Lb(Gs, C) is therefore defined as:

E
Ĩps∼Pg

[
1

2
‖Is‖22 + ν(φ(Isi+1,j

− Isi,j ) + φ(Isi,j+1
− Isi,j ))],

st. φ (Is) =
n∑
i,j

∥∥Isi,j ,K(.)

∥∥
2
, i, j < n,

(4)
where Isi,j means the i, j entry of Is. φ(.) is an overlapping304

group sparsity function for a two-dimensional array Isi,j based305

on the image gradients in vertical and horizontal directions306

(Isi,K(.) is a vector obtained by stacking the columns of matrix307

Ĩsi,K(.), and Ĩsi,K(.) is defined by [32] with the group size308

K). ν > 0 is referred to as a regularization parameter that309

controls the balance between the fidelity and regularization,310

and K is the group size.311

Detail loss. To further minimize the difference in image312

details between the converted image and the ground truth, the313

detailed loss is modified from the recently proposed perceptual314

loss [33]. The detailed loss evaluates the error distance of315

feature maps in multiple convolutional layers between the con-316

verted image and the ground truth, thereby comprehensively317

restoring the converted image in both general detail content318

and higher detail abstraction during the activation of the deeper319

layers. This evaluation also avoids blurry artifacts on converted320

images caused by classical functions (MAE, L1, L2) as the321

sole optimization target. Detailed loss Ld(G,Dd, IPs
, C) is322

defined as:323

E
Ips∼Pdata

[
1

Wi,jHi,j

Wi,j∑
x=1

Hi,j∑
y=1

(Ddi,j (Ips |ps)x,y

−Ddi,j (G(C)|ps)x,y)2],

(5)

where Dd
i,j

is the feature map obtained by the j-th con-324

volution (after activation) before the i-th maxpooling layer325

within the detail discriminator pathway, and Wi,j and Hi,j are 326

the dimensions of the feature maps. Here,
Wi,j∑
x=1

Hi,j∑
y=1

(Ddi,j
(.)− 327

Ddi,j (.))
2 is sum of all the squared errors of feature map 328

distance between all the pixels of converted image and ground 329

truth. The propose of the loss is minimizing the mean to push 330

the converted image to ground truth. 331

Full objective. To take advantage of the authenticity loss,
the boot loss, and the detail loss, the SpGAN achieves a target
image Ips

and the full objective L by linearly combining all
previous partial losses:

L = La(G,Ds, IPs , C)+λ2Lb(Gs, C)+λ3Ld(G,Dd, IPs , C),
(6)

where λ2 and λ2 are the hyperparameters that balance the
relative importance of the different terms. Finally, we define
the following mini-max problem:

arg min
Gs,Gd∈G

max
Ds,Dd∈D

L. (7)

III. MATERIALS AND IMPLEMENTATION 332

A total of 230 infarction patients (Table I) with short- 333

axis MR images and contrast-enhanced images are selected 334

to train our method. This retrospective study was approved 335

by our institutional review board in accordance with local 336

ethics procedures. Further consent was waived with approval. 337

MR imaging is performed using a 3T MR system. Infarc- 338

tion contrast-enhanced imaging is performed in the same 339

orientations and with the same slice thickness as those of 340

cine imaging ten minutes after the intravenous injection of 341

gadolinium (0.2 mmol/kg). The generator changes the batch 342

normalization to instance normalization. The discriminator 343

adopts the PatchGAN architecture of [24] but removes feature 344

normalization. It computes the gradient penalty with respect 345

to each input independently [34]. The weights of the two 346

discriminator pathways are shared. A network from [35] is 347

used to automatically crop the cine MR and contrast-enhanced 348

images to 64 × 64 ROI sequences, including the LV. All 349

networks are trained using an ADAM solver [36] with the 350

batch size 8 and an initial learning rate of 0.001. For every 5 351

optimization steps of the discriminator, we perform a single 352

optimization step of the generator. The hyperparameters in the 353

network are set as: α = 0.84, λ1 = 10, λ2 = 0.25, and λ3 = 354

50. The pixel values are normalized to [0, 1]. 355

SpGAN connects a generator and a discriminator by taking 356

the output of the generator as the input of the discriminator. 357

Both the generator and the discriminator have a structural 358

pathway and a detailed pathway, respectively. 359

TABLE I
DEMOGRAPHICS OF PATIENTS

Gender(male) 177 Weight(kg) 75.3 ± 9.7
Age(y) 56.4 ± 10.1 Hight(cm) 167.1 ± 8.8
Left ventricular ejection fraction(%) 35.0 ± 18.1
Stroke volume(mL) 40.6 ± 17.2
Coronary risk factors Hypertension 124

Smoking 119
Family history 13
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Fig. 4. Visual examples demonstrate that the SpGAN converted infarction images are highly consistent with the real contrast-enhanced images of the injected
contrast agent. Note that the contrast-enhanced images are ’gold standard’ in current clinical infarction learning.

• The generator inputs the 2D+T cine MR images360

25× 64× 64× 1, where H = W = 64 are the height361

and width of each temporal frame, T = 25 is a temporal362

step, C = 1 is the number of channels. This input then is363

fed to the structural pathway and detailed pathway of the364

generator to output a structural image 64×64×1 and a365

detail image 64×64×1. These two images are combined366

by Eq.1 to obtained the converted image 64×64×1 that367

is the output of the generator.368

• The discriminator inputs the converted image 64×64×1369

and the hidden personalized spatiotemporal information370

32×32×64 extracted from cine MR images. These two371

input then are fed to the structural pathway and detailed372

pathway of the discriminator. The output of discriminator373

is the outputs of the two pathways, which are the real374

or fake -1, 1 based on Authenticity loss and the value375

of feature errors based on Detail loss. The discriminator376

with its two pathway are used only during adversarial377

training.378

Our SpGAN is trained by 138 patients and is independently379

tested by 92 patients. The performance of the SpGAN has been380

evaluated by 1) three image similarity metrics between the381

converted infarction images and the clinical contrast-enhanced382

images; 2) three clinical metrics of consistency between these383

two types of images in IoT-based remote diagnosis. For im-384

age similarity metrics, the structural similarity index (SSIM),385

peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and normalized root-mean-386

square-error (NRMSE) between the converted infarction im- 387

ages and the contrast-enhanced images are calculated. For 388

clinical consistency metrics, two radiologists (> 10 years in 389

experience) remotely and manually diagnose the term of scar 390

tissue localization (16-segment model), scar size, and scar 391

tissue ratio (%, scar size/ myocardium) in both converted 392

infarction images and contrast-enhanced images. 393

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 394

The experiment indicates that the proposed SpGAN obtains 395

highly realistic contrast-enhanced images in real IoT-based 396

infarction learning. 397

A. High consistency in IoT-based remote infarction learning 398

SpGAN yields a strong consistency when comparing its 399

converted infarction images with the real contrast-enhanced 400

images in the IoT-based remote infarction diagnosis. When 401

the radiologists localized the infarction (16 segments) for these 402

two images, 90.8% (209 of 230) of consistency between the 403

two localization results is achieved. When the radiologists 404

segmented the scar tissue and myocardium in both images, 405

they computed the scar size and scar tissue ratio (%) for 406

infarction patient. A strong correlation is found between the 407

two scar sizes: the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) is 408

0.88, and the corresponding bias is -0.21 (limits of agreement) 409

[2.2, -2.6] (P value= 0.31), as shown in Fig. 5. A strong 410

TABLE II
EACH TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION COMPONENT IN SPGAN EFFECTIVELY IMPROVES THE QUALITY OF THE INFARCTION LEARNING

SpGAN Spatiotemporal two-stream Spatiotemporal feature Spatiotemporal attention block
framework removed pyramid removed block removed

SSIM 0.69±0.16 0.59±0.21 0.65±0.19 0.66±0.16
PSNR (dB) 20.84±1.31 20.72±1.53 20.21±1.40 19.97±1.33
NRMSE 0.31±0.06 0.37±0.11 0.35±0.09 0.34±0.08
PCC of Scar Size 0.88 0.82 0.86 0.79
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Fig. 5. The converted infarction images are comparable to the real contrast-enhanced images for real radiologist-based infarction learning: 0.88 in pearson
correlations and 0.84 in infarction ratio.

TABLE III
SPGAN PRODUCES THE HIGHEST PERFORMANCE WHEN COMPARED TO

THAT OF VARIOUS BASELINE GAN FRAMEWORKS.

SpGAN MuTGAN Pix2Pix U-Net
SSIM 0.69±0.16 0.50±0.23 0.60±0.18 0.41±0.20
PSNR (dB) 20.84±1.31 17.34±1.56 20.03±1.34 17.10±1.41
NRMSE 0.31±0.06 0.47±0.08 0.38±0.05 0.52±0.10

correlation is also found between the two scar tissue ratios:411

the PCC is 0.84, and the corresponding bias is -4.3 (limits of412

agreement) [15, -24] (P value = 0.19), as shown in Fig. 5.413

B. High performance in image similarity metrics414

SpGAN achieves great performance when comparing the415

converted infarction images and real contrast-enhanced images416

in image similarity metrics. The experiment achieves an SSIM417

of 0.69±0.16, an PSNR of 20.84±1.31, and an NRMSE of418

0.31±0.06. Higher values for SSIM and PSNR and lower419

values for NRMSE indicate better performance, as shown in420

Table II.421

C. Advantage of the spatiotemporal two-stream framework422

Fig. 4 and Table II demonstrate that the spatiotemporal423

two-stream framework integrates two generation pathways424

and two critic pathways yields a better converted infarction425

image than that by a common single-network generator or426

discriminator. If Gd and Dd for detailed enhancement are427

removed, the quality of the converted infarction image greatly428

reduces (0.05 of SSIM and 0.06 of PCC in scar size). This429

is because the spatiotemporal two-stream framework learns430

high-resolution detailed features of diagnosis-related tissue via431

attention mechanisms in GD and DD. This detailed feature432

complements the low-resolution structural features from both433

GS and Ds.434

Moreover, the spatiotemporal two-stream framework out-435

performs three state-of-the-art frameworks, as shown in Table436

III. The experiment replaces the generator of the proposed437

architecture with the generator in (1) Xu et al. [26] with438

MAE loss (MuTGAN); (2) Pix2Pix [37] (Pix2Pix); and (3)439

U-Net [28] with MAE loss. Overall, by comparison, our440

bifurcated synthesis framework consistently achieves the best441

performance.442

D. Advantage of spatiotemporal feature pyramid and spa- 443

tiotemporal attention block 444

Table II indicates that both the spatiotemporal feature pyra- 445

mid and the spatiotemporal attention block effectively improve 446

the quality of the converted infarction images and boost the 447

infarction learning. The SpGAN improves the SSIM by 0.04, 448

NRMSE by 0.04, and PCC of scar size by 0.02 compared with 449

the version that removes the spatiotemporal feature pyramid. 450

This improvement proves that SpGAN encodes rich semantics 451

of cine MR images at all levels by combining coarse, seman- 452

tically strong features with fine, semantically weak features. 453

Moreover, the SpGAN improves the SSIM by 0.03, NRMSE 454

by 0.03 and PCC of scar size by 0.09 compared with the 455

version that removes the spatiotemporal attention block. This 456

improvement proves that SpGAN successfully reinforces the 457

details of the scar tissue by weighting these tissues during 458

training. 459

E. The outperformance of our method than the existing CA- 460

enhanced image converting methods 461

Table IV indicates the comparison between our method 462

and few existing CA-enhanced image converting methods that 463

mentioned in introduction ([17], [15], [16]). The comparison 464

results shows that the SpGAN improves the SSIM by 0.19- 465

0.51 and PCC of scar sizes by 0.31-0.67 than these three 466

methods. All these improvements demonstrate that our method 467

outperforms these three methods in infarction learning. Note 468

that all CA-enhanced images generated by [17] is random and 469

can not corresponds to patient’s non-enhanced images. 470

V. DISCUSSION 471

This paper reports a cross-modality data processing -based 472

approach, named SpGAN that have great potential to apply the 473

TABLE IV
THE OUTPERFORMANCE OF OUR METHOD THAN THE EXISTING

CA-ENHANCED IMAGE CONVERTING METHODS.

SpGAN Campello et al.
[15]

Hong et al.
[16]

Lau et al.
[17]

SSIM 0.69 0.50 0.42 0.18
PCC of

scar sizes 0.88 0.57 0.55 0.21
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medical IoT in infarction learning, for the first time. Benefit474

from an exponential rise in IoT data, data processing has been475

proclaimed to be a key strategic technological trend in medical476

IoT [38], [39]. It integrates various efficient data analytical477

methods (especially artificial intelligence) to convert day-to-478

day medical data to smart data [40], [41], [42], [43]. It attains479

a better interpretation of data and formulates effective medical480

decisions to offer pervasive and personalized healthcare and481

medical services to people. Our SpGAN as a data processing482

approach designed for infarction learning leverages a well-483

trained deep learning framework to convert raw non-enhanced484

data from IoT-based MRI devices to contrast-enhanced data485

that is quite important to infarction diagnosis. It can embed486

a range of IoT-based MRI devices by building a unified487

edge-cloud computing platform [44], [45]. Thus, it allows a488

highly-efficient clinical way to remotely perform infarction489

observation and analysis to local patients, breaking through the490

limitations of time and space for timely infarction diagnosis491

and improving a patients diagnosis experience and treatment492

quality [46], [47]. It facilitates the infarction diagnosis re-493

peatability and reduces the diversity between experienced494

radiologists and radiologists with limited experience, thereby495

improving the utilization rate of medical resources and the496

accuracy of diagnosis. Importantly, the application of our497

SpGAN and its IoT deployment offer a low-risk clinic man-498

ner to eliminate the potential high fatal risk in the current499

infarction learning workflow. Because of the limitations of500

contrast agent administration (e.g., using gadolinium chelate),501

the current ’gold standard’ of infarction learning (i.e., contrast-502

enhanced data) may be fatal to patients with chronic kidney503

diseases. According to the US Renal Data System [48], [14],504

>40% of patients with chronic kidney disease also suffer from505

cardiovascular disease, and 20% of acute infarction patients are506

accompanied with chronic kidney disease. In contrast, our ap-507

plication requires only raw non-enhanced data from IoT-based508

devices, which is a part of the routine cardiac examination for509

function assessment. This makes our SpGAN produce a high510

clinical impact on the current infarction learning workflow,511

and thus promote the in-depth application and deployment of512

IoT in the medical field.513

The future direction of our work include two parts. First, we514

plan to further introduce more medical IoT instruments with515

its image modality data to improve the quality of the converted516

images. Recent publications have proved that combining more517

image modalities (such as T2WI images or CT images) can518

prove more diagnostic information to achieve better per-519

formance. Second, we aim to integrate transfer learning to520

deploy medical IoT to more cardiac diseases. In this paper,521

we only study infarction learning. But in fact, basically all522

myocardial diseases can be learned through the spatiotemporal523

representation of the heart. In the next step, with the transfer524

learning, our method with its knowledge of the infarction can525

be designed and deployed for new medical IoT to more cardiac526

diseases such as myocarditis.527

VI. CONCLUSION528

In conclusion, a novel spatiotemporal two-streams gener-529

ative adversarial network as a cross-modality data approach530

is proposed for deploying medical IoT in infarction learning. 531

It can convert diagnostic valuable contrast-enhanced data di- 532

rectly from raw non-enhanced data of IoT-based MR devices 533

and feed them to clinical routine. In real IoT-based remote 534

infarction diagnosis, the radiologists compared the converted 535

infarction images with the contrast-enhanced images of 230 536

subjects and found a strong correlation between them. A 537

correlation of 0.90 was found in the 16-segment scar local- 538

ization, and 0.84 was found in the scar ratio (%LV). These 539

results demonstrate that SpGAN is an accurate clinical IoT tool 540

to remotely assist patients, thereby improving the utilization 541

rate of medical resources and the accuracy of diagnosis. It 542

also facilitates patients who are limited in the use of CA by 543

eliminating the use of CA and CA associated health risks, and 544

reduces procedure cost. 545
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